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Introduction 
 
 The aim of this paper is to identify some of the challenges we have met in the 
continuing effort to develop a brand for the Albers School of Business at Seattle 
University.  These challenges all relate to the use of the Jesuit label.  My plan is to 
present a bit of background, which serves in part to provide some information about the 
school and, also, to describe the branding process we have pursued.  The brand 
development effort involved a consideration of the business school’s mission and strategy 
and led to the question of how to use the Jesuit label to communicate those ideas to our 
stakeholders.  The paper presents the challenges we perceive in using the Jesuit label, 
advantages and disadvantages, a proposed solution, with some discussion of the 
necessary marketing support. 
 
Background 
 
 Seattle University was founded near downtown Seattle in 1891 and has operated 
continuously in the Jesuit tradition of education with a four-fold mission of teaching and 
learning, education for values, preparation for service, and growth of persons.  The 
business school was added in 1945, expanded, and eventually named the Albers School 
of Business and Economics in honor of it major benefactor.  The Albers School currently 
serves about 850 full-time undergraduate students, restricted mostly to juniors and 
seniors.  About forty per cent of the undergraduate students are transfers from other 
universities, which means they did not originally enroll in Seattle University or spend 
their first two years there.  Nearly all undergraduate business school students live off-
campus.  Albers currently has about 650 graduate students, in several degree programs, 
the vast majority in the MBA program.  The graduate programs are all “part-time” with 
classes offered in the evenings.  Most students work full-time and take two courses per 
term.  
 
 In September 2003, US News ranked Albers among the top 50 private 
undergraduate business schools, and among the top 10% of all undergraduate business 
programs in the nation. Seattle University’s program is one of two private business 
schools in the Pacific Northwest to receive this recognition. 
 
 As part of our strategic planning process, in 2002, we established a “flagship 
committee” to determine if Albers should position itself by promoting a specific program, 
and, if so, what that program should be.  We quickly concluded that we should not 
identify ourselves in terms of a specific program.  We were not certain that we could 
present any of our programs as significantly superior, and we were concerned that 
perceptions of one program would not generalize to the entire school.  On the other hand, 
we concluded that we had competitive advantages, and that those advantages were 
general.  Our conclusion, discussed and approved by the faculty, was that the Albers 
School should be positioned at the nexus of four dimensions:   
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Values-centered education 
 

 A prevailing dimension of teaching at Albers asserts that education should 
be built on solid values of social justice (italics added later; see p. 6) and that 
management decisions must also be based on a consideration of core values.  This 
dimension is fundamental to Jesuit education.  It implies that, no matter what the 
course, we teach character-building.  We believe that students, now and after 
graduation, should do good.  We believe in a commitment to the community and 
the firm’s various stakeholders.  Albers has an Ethics Center, and we both teach 
business ethics and integrate ethics across the curriculum. 

 
Academic rigor 
 

 A second dimension of teaching at Albers is academic excellence.  We 
stand at the forefront of knowledge.  We teach from a basis of scientific 
understanding, and our faculty are contributors to the state of the art in business 
knowledge.  Our teaching reflects the currency and sophistication of our scholarly 
work and reflects the same high standards of accomplishment.  Our faculty are 
excellent teachers.  Our students are bright and accomplished.  Our courses are 
challenging and demanding.  Albers is fully accredited. 

 
Results oriented 
 

 Although our thinking may be guided by theory and curiosity, we are 
dedicated to the practical application of professional management.  Our goal is 
always to prepare students to action, to get results, to get things done.  Our faculty 
connect theory and abstract concepts to applications.  We believe that developing 
skills and mastering current practice are necessary aspects of education.  We 
attempt to tie course concepts to current business practice through frequent use of 
speakers from industry, ongoing cases based on local firms, and projects designed 
to get students out into leading firms of the area.  In all cases, we attempt to relate 
business practice to the central goal—results that move toward the common good, 
the betterment of the community, a just and humane world.  (italics added later; 
see p. 6) 

 
Personal touch/personal development 
 

 We treat students with respect and regard them as individuals.  Our class 
size and faculty availability foster personal relationships between professors and 
students.  Students have close relationships with academic advisors and career 
coaches.  Every student is afforded an opportunity to form a rich relationship with 
a mentor from a local firm.  Students are given multiple opportunities to develop 
networks with other students and business contacts.  Through alumni 
organizations and close communication, Albers offers a long-term commitment to 
its students.  
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 These dimensions represent an intersection of heart, head, and hands.  They are 
pervasive.  In every course, every interaction with a student, we at Albers are guided by 
these principles—a values center, academic excellence, and results orientation, all with a 
personal touch.  This position appeared to represent a distinctive competence.  The 
values-centering and personal touch differentiate us from a major local competitor, the 
University of Washington.  The academic rigor differentiated us from other, less 
prestigious local competitors, Seattle Pacific University and University of Puget Sound,  
and the pretenders.  The results orientation and personal touch dimensions, we believed, 
were crucial demand drivers. 
 
 Our preceding work, which we characterized as our “brand positioning 
statement,” was internal branding; it was never intended to be promotional language.  
We defined our core brand values in order to assure that everyone in Albers was in 
agreement with what we hoped the school represented.  We noted that this plan did not 
prevent development of specific programs, either new or existing.  So long as those 
programs did not run counter to the fundamental positioning dimensions.  Masters 
programs in finance or international business, centers for entrepreneurship or e-
commerce, and others could be added or expanded to appeal to specific groups as long as 
their character and objectives were consistent with values centered decisions, academic 
rigor, results orientation, and a personal touch.  No one would expect anything else.  
Thus, there was nothing inherent in this positioning program that should detract or 
interfere with other, more specific programs. 
 
 At the time, the flagship committee relied on survey research that suggested that 
the Jesuit label would not be a useful positioning tool because too few people had a clear 
sense of what it meant.  Somewhat surprisingly, we did not give it much further 
consideration. 
 
 Two salient responses, when we gathered reactions from various stakeholders, 
were that the proposed positioning was too general to be used in marketing and too 
similar to the claims of other schools.  We needed something more precise; we needed a 
brand mantra—a few-word articulation of the “heart and soul” of the brand—rather than 
a general positioning statement; and, we needed something that was immediately 
perceived to be differentiating. 
 
 
Professional Help 
 
 The following year, we solicited the help of a local consulting firm.  They began 
with a meeting of fifteen Albers people—several faculty members, the school marketing 
director, placement director, university marketing and public relations directors, the dean, 
and several advisory board members.  In a half-day meeting, the group expressed 
opinions of the school’s vision, objectives, competition, etc.  The consulting firm 
reviewed the results of the meeting, requested further feedback from the participants, and 
generated some suggested candidate brand mantras.  Their suggestions were along two 
lines—personalized education and ethical leadership.  We agreed with those 
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differentiating dimensions (they are two of the original four), but none of the specific 
expressions resonated with us—certainly nothing resonated to the tune of $10,000, the 
cost of the effort.   
 
Going on Our Own 
 
 We decided to pursue the matter on our own and formed a committee of MBA 
students who worked in advertising/public relations and had experience in brand 
management.  Four students were given the background information.  They met to 
discuss the issue and conducted individual and group interviews with other students, 
alumni, and business people.  Based on their work, they separately generated brief 
positioning statements, then met to discuss the alternatives, resulting in a short list of 
brand mantra statements and a number of issues related to Albers brand development.  
Their brand mantra candidates were 
 

• Albers School of Business:  Business education for ethical and socially 
responsible leadership. 

 
• Albers School of Business:  Socially Responsible Leadership. 

 
• Albers School of Business:  Professional, Principled, Personal. 

 
• Albers School of Business:  Jesuit Education—Business Leadership. 

 
 The first expression was taken from the Albers School mission statement.  The 
second expression was a shortened version of the first.  The third was an alliterative 
expression of three of the four basic dimensions.  The fourth asserted the Jesuit label.   
 
 The key conclusion of our student committee was that the first question to address 
was the Jesuit label.  Many possibilities could be identified that accurately position 
Albers along important dimensions, but none of them would clearly differentiate the 
school as would “Jesuit.”  This challenge and related issues that came out of the 
committee’s work are presented in the next section. 
 
The “Jesuit Label”:  Branding Issues 
 
Perception and reality 
 
Granting that, ultimately, only perception matters, we believe that the reality of the 
product is, nonetheless, the most important aspect of the brand.  Critics who argue that 
branding takes focus away from the true quality of the product are simply ignorant of the 
meaning of brand.   Some critics on the Seattle University campus have argued that it is 
wrong to engage in branding.  What they fail to understand is the distinction between 
brand and brand management.  The brand is consumer knowledge of a product and 
feelings toward it, particularly the knowledge and feelings that position that product 
relative to alternatives.  Brands exist, regardless of any effort to manage them.  Thus, the 
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question is whether we want to leave the brand to establish itself or to attempt to 
influence what consumers know and feel.   
 
 In most situations, the vast majority of brand knowledge results from and is 
predicated upon the reality of the product.  We cannot create a brand for Albers that is not 
an accurate reflection of the truth.  We can talk about aspects of the education here that 
people may not know much about; we can consider promoting things that we are 
changing; but, we cannot tell people that we are or do things that we are not and do not 
do.  
 
Differentiation.   
 
Branding information typically falls into two categories—points of parity and points of 
difference.  The former is information that includes the brand in a category, which, in 
turn, shows how the brand is similar to other members of the category.  The latter is 
information that shows how the brand is different from alternatives.  Of course, 
differentiation is most useful on dimensions that are positive and important.  Much of the 
effort and resources of a university is expended to establish points of parity; just being a 
university is difficult.  Points of parity are marginal differences.  Many universities share 
the key points of parity—they offer excellent education opportunities; others may 
emphasize values or personal consideration.  We believe, however, that none of our 
competitors shares the four-fold mission of Albers and Seattle University.  Thus, a key 
point of difference for us is our Jesuitness. 
 
Complexity and intangibility.  
 
Education is difficult to brand (just as it is difficult to evaluate) because it is complex, it 
is invisible, and the consumer is involved in the production process.  We have a big, 
complicated story to tell, which does not lend itself well to 30-second versions.  The 
Jesuit education philosophy, itself, is a big complicated story.  One of the virtues of a 
brand label is that is represents the complexity and scope of the thing it represents.  Thus, 
“Jesuit” could be an efficient brand label, if its meaning could be established. 
 
Consumer skepticism.  Not all types of brand claims are equally believable.  The 
economics of information principle applies:  Consumers should be most skeptical of 
claims that are difficult or impossible to validate (credence claims) and least skeptical of 
claims that can be easily validated (search claims).  Claims about the quality of education 
or educational philosophy are very difficult to validate (even after attending a university, 
a student may be unsure how good the experience was).  To the extent that a school can 
point to objective or specific information to support its brand, the claims become more 
believable.  The Jesuit label is clearly a search claim; no one could doubt the claim that 
Albers is part of a Jesuit university.  Thus, in addition to its potentially positive meaning, 
the Jesuit label is a believable claim. 
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Anti-branding bias.   
 
Across the university, we discovered strong negative reaction to the subject of branding 
the business school.  Part of this response resulted from a mistaken notion of what 
branding is.  Many people believed it to be a set of activities designed to mislead people, 
to present the product as more or other than it really is.  (One respondent even argued for 
a negative correlation between branding claims and actual quality—the more a school 
claimed something, the less it was true!)  A more fundamental objection, however, 
reflected an objection to any business model for the university—an objection to any 
consideration of competition or thinking of the prospective student as customer or client.  
These critics argued the university should exist on a higher plane and that to think about 
branding was to lower ourselves to the level of cereal and soft drink companies.  This 
negative reaction was so strong that several faculty from Arts & Sciences refused to 
allow their students to fill out surveys about branding issues. 
 
Limited resources.  
 
The Albers School has no more than a few thousand dollars annually to spend on 
“marketing,” and most of that goes to open houses and other meetings with student 
populations.  Albers can look to tie in with efforts from Seattle University and could 
certainly capitalize on any efforts underwritten by larger associations, such as the U. S. 
Jesuit Universities. 
 
Jesuit.   
 
This is our most differentiating characteristic.  But, is it positive?  Most research, 
including our own from surveys and focus groups, suggests that the majority of the public 
have no clear sense of meaning and find it a neutral characteristic.  Roughly equal small 
fractions interpret it positively and negatively.  Most of the people who rate it positively 
have had personal experience with Jesuit education; for them it has positive educational 
meaning.  Most of the people who rate it negatively are drawing on the Catholic 
association and resisting either Catholicism specifically or rigid religiosity generally.  
There is some discussion of a national effort to build the Jesuit brand among the 28 U. S. 
Jesuit universities. 
 
Catholic.   
 
This appeals only to those who specifically seek Catholic affiliation.  For the entire 
university, the proportion of the student body that is Catholic appears to have declined 
somewhat steadily over the past few decades.  The numbers are not clear because the 
proportion of students who decline to indicate a religious preference has increased 
steadily, to 55% last year.  A good estimate is that about 40% of all students at Seattle 
University are Catholic.  In Albers, the undergraduate and graduate groups differ in their 
proportions of Catholics:  Among undergraduates, 33% report being Catholic; among 
graduate students, only 20%.  Both levels in the business school are significantly lower 
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than the rest of the university.  There are no Jesuits on the current faculty of Albers and 
fewer than 20% are Catholic. 
 
Input from the “real” Jesuits.   
 
One surprise we received in assessing reaction to our brand proposals on campus was 
concern from the campus Jesuits about the use of the term.  Should you decide to call 
yourselves a Jesuit business school, they asserted, we should be consulted on what you 
claim and what you do.  Few schools, of course, look for an additional layer of control; 
but, we assumed that this concern could be addressed with a simple approval of 
marketing materials.  The remaining, more serious issue was whether we in the business 
school were correct in saying we were offering a Jesuit education.  In response to that 
question, we received several responses: 
 

• Our brand positioning made no mention of justice.  (We made the modification 
indicated by the phrase in italics, p. 1.) 

• We failed to characterize it as “education with a purpose.”  We were told that 
education with a purpose is key in Jesuit education.  A suggestion was made that 
we describe that purpose as the relationship of business to the common good, the 
community and a just and humane world.  (We made the modification indicated 
by the phrase in italics, p. 2.) 

• Some members of the campus Jesuit community felt we should make a more 
salient acknowledgement of the belief that God is present in business and the 
marketplace.  (There is resistance to pushing this aspect.) 

• We should elaborate the concept of cura personalis, which we were told stems 
from a conviction that students are good and capable of making choices that lead 
to something better, that our care for them takes the form of encouraging them to 
raise questions, to integrate learning into their lives, and to form community.  
(This is a good example of the complexity that does not lend itself to easy 
communication.) 

• Can we continue to claim “Jesuit education” when there are increasingly fewer 
Jesuits? 

 
Competition.   
 
The Albers school competes regionally and nationally at the undergraduate level.  At the 
graduate level, however, competition is almost exclusively regional.  There are several 
minor competitors that most agree are viewed as lower quality options.  One major 
university, University of Washington, offers a more renowned name and lower prices.   
The Albers School offers, we believe, comparable educational quality, more personal 
service and consideration of the individual, more emphasis on ethics and social  
responsibility, smaller classes, and greater flexibility in scheduling.   
 
 For undergraduates and their parents, both the Catholic and Jesuit labels are far 
more important than they are for graduates.  The groups differ dramatically in the 
benefits they seek, and, unsurprisingly, in other characteristics.  Undergraduate students 
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are far more interested in extra-curricular aspects of the university.  Primarily, of course, 
because most of them will live on campus.  Further, because most of them are younger 
and transitioning out of the home for the first time, they and their decision-involved 
parents recognize the importance of the culture of the school and the effect of the 
university’s philosophy on character and intellectual development.  Graduate students, on 
the other hand, are much more focused on coursework, placement/networking 
opportunities, scheduling convenience, and price.  The Albers graduate programs are 
primarily part-time, which means that they appeal most to older students, who are mid-
career, with full-time employment, and, typically, families.  These students come to 
campus for courses, university business, the occasional school-related function, but little 
else.   
 
 Thus, for undergraduates, the Catholic and Jesuit labels are more meaningful and 
more positive.  For graduates, they may even be negative—graduate students do not want 
religious philosophy to interfere with their education.  (To some extent, one might argue 
that the value of the Catholic or Jesuit labels are less valuable to the business school as a 
whole than to the rest of the university for the same reasons—business school students 
are more focused on career issues; because they are juniors and seniors, they are less 
likely to live on campus; many are transfer students; a higher proportion are working, 
etc..) 
 
 The Catholic or Jesuit label may help to “sell” the university to a potential 
undergraduate student, relative to competing schools that are neither.  But, a potential 
graduate student is likely to view that information as irrelevant and, perhaps, even 
negative.  To many people who know nothing of the principles of Jesuit education, the 
term merely suggests a religious orientation that may detract from the career-oriented 
education they seek.  Thus, because the dominant competitor is the University of 
Washington, with decidedly no religious affiliation, describing Albers as Catholic or 
Jesuit is unlikely to help in promotion of graduate programs. 
 
Internal marketing.  
 
A significant benefit of branding activity is the contribution to corporate culture that 
comes from the planning process, the enthusiasm over the execution, the renewed 
consensus over the mission, and the agreement on common ground in operations.  At 
Albers, we have witnessed positive outcomes from a renewed consideration of the 
meaning of Jesuit education.  Many faculty who are neither Jesuit nor Catholic find the 
Jesuit education principles approachable and are excited to frame their personal teaching 
philosophies within that context. 
 
 Another benefit of internal marketing based on the Jesuit label is the inclusion 
into the Jesuit community.  By proclaiming Albers as a Jesuit school, we would be 
affirming our affinity with the other Jesuit schools across the country and the world.  We 
should expect increased opportunities for collaboration and cooperation to follow. 
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Ingredient branding.  
 
One option for products is positioning on the strength of an ingredient—“Intel Inside” 
and “NutraSweet” are well known examples by which products could differentiate 
themselves (or, ultimately, establish parity, by promoting their positive ingredients).  
Jesuit education may be regarded as an ingredient for a university, suggesting something 
like “Albers Business School, now, as always, complete with Jesuit education.” 
 
Time frame.   
 
Given the age distribution, the current situation does not demand effective marketing, at 
least not for student recruitment.  In a few years, however, the age distribution will be 
unfavorable.  Thus, to position ourselves for the potential student stakeholder group, we 
may think over the long term.  Because we have relatively better access to revenues now 
and because we expect the brand building process to proceed slowly, we think the time to 
act is now. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
 Albers is in the challenging position of selling itself on largely profane 
dimensions; yet, its most significant selling proposition, the Jesuit education philosophy, 
both suggests and denotes religious associations.  Those specific religious associations 
have little positive value for our graduate student or business community stakeholders.  
Further, the business school faculty, none of whom are currently members of the Society 
of Jesus and only a small minority of which are Catholic, are not strong spokespeople for 
“Jesuitness,” in general.  Nonetheless, the meaning of the Jesuit label is an accurate 
description of the Albers mission statement and the actual Albers product.  Further, it is a 
valuable branding tool.  Thus, the challenge manifests itself as how to educate people 
about the rich meaning of “Jesuit” with respect to education.  Among our conclusions are 
the following: 
 
1.  The Albers brand position is complex and difficult to communicate. The Jesuit label is 
a good descriptor of that position and represents tremendous potential for marketing 
efficiency. 
 
2.  Stakeholder understanding of the Jesuit label is completely inadequate and requires 
significant education and amplification.   
 
3.  The Jesuit label also offers tremendous potential for competitive differentiation.   
 
4.  The one negative aspect of the Jesuit label is the overt link to religion.   
 
5.  The business school management team and its customer and business community 
stakeholders, for the most part, think in non-religious terms, which puts them at odds 
with the Society of Jesus.  On the other hand, we believe that the vast majority of the 
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content of “Jesuit education” is common to the way Albers would use that term and its 
meaning to the Jesuit community. 
 
6.  We should build a strong brand position now, when we can operate from a position of 
strength, rather than later, when the age distribution will work against universities.   
 
 A major challenge to our marketing efforts over the next few years is to address 
this problem.  It is important to take a long term perspective, because we lack the 
resources to make changes quickly.  We propose to begin merely by highlighting the 
Jesuit label in our marketing, including “Jesuit education” whenever appropriate.  We 
could then include references to positive associations, more well-known Jesuit schools, 
Jesuit scholars, or specific Jesuit contributions to learning.  Over time, we hope to fund a 
campaign to address the meaning of the term more directly.  We hope to use print and 
internet media to offer more explicit explanations of Jesuit education from the beginning.  
We hope that promotion aimed at explaining to our stakeholders the meaning of “Jesuit 
education” will present it as an open and ecumenical educational position, not a rigid 
religious one. 
 
 For undergraduates, the negative aspect of the Jesuit label is less a concern than 
for graduate students.  Unfortunately, the need for competitive differentiation is greater 
for graduate students.  Therefore, the value of the Jesuit label for branding Albers to 
graduate students absolutely requires that we educate potential students to its broader 
meaning.   
 
 The business community is similar to the graduate student group.  They respond 
favorably to the true meaning of Jesuit education but are indifferent, at best, to the 
association with religion.  If we hope to use the Jesuit label to create a positive image for 
Albers students who seek employment or internships with firms, we need to educate the 
business community. 
 
 It is unlikely that merely adding or featuring the Jesuit label in our current 
marketing communication tools will be effective.  The current meaning attached to that 
term is, as indicated, either neutral or slightly negative.  It is also unlikely that Albers 
currently has sufficient resources to undertake the education campaign necessary for 
future efficient use of the Jesuit label.  There are clearly economies of scale opportunities 
for both the university and for some association of Jesuit universities to contribute to the 
development of a Jesuit education brand position, which could then be leveraged by 
Albers. 
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